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Eisenstein: Strike (1924), The Battleship Potemkin (1925), and October (1928) 

 

 
 

Eisenstein sitting on the Tsar’s throne in the Winter Palace. 

Strike 
 

A propaganda film about a strike which had eschewed formal, incident-driven plot and 

leading characters, might contain a depiction of the conditions which had led to the workers 

striking. Living conditions in Russia’s large cities circa 1910 were bad enough, and 

Eisenstein would have needed no research to discover how bad: low wages, crowded, 

unsanitary living conditions, illness, starvation, squalor, and dying children, were 

omnipresent. But when Strike shows us the workers’ quarters (after the strike has started), we 

see healthy, plump children playing contentedly with their parents, having jolly baths, and 

pretending to be grown-ups, just as if they were middle-class. Their parents go to the woods 

and picnic as the strike committee draws up the conditions they intend to present. 

 It looks as if a workers’ paradise is at once created by the very act of striking. And the 

strike occurs spontaneously, without any forewarning. Instead of not turning up to work one 

morning, the usual way of striking, the workers leave the factory suddenly, in the middle of 

the day, en masse and in a hurry, delighted at putting its hell behind them and joining their 

comrades in the open. Their motive is the suicide of one of their number; but their mass exit 

(the film should really be called The Walk-Out), gives Eisenstein an opportunity which he’s 

always eager to grasp: filming people not as individuals, but as floods, rivers, or creeping 

hordes of bodies in motion. It makes for more filmic excitement than dull old Zolaesque 

social realism. 
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 Mounted police try and break up the meeting in the wood, but, in a Gandhian gesture (not 

at all a Leninist one), the workers sit down in passive resistance, confident that horses will 

never trample people, which indeed they don’t. 

 The management, it goes without saying, are either fat or have Dracula-teeth, and wear 

top hats. They “consider the workers’ demands” by wiping their boots with them (the mess on 

their boots being a result of their own poor table-manners). 

 There is little time spent in depicting the workers at first; but much spent on caricaturing 

the fifth-columnists and management spies in their midst. These are mostly given animal 

nicknames, and edited-in with close-ups of the appropriate animal, to illustrate their 

idiosyncrasies (Eisenstein, aware that if you want artistic respectability on mainland Europe, 

you need a theory, called this one typage). Only when the strike has been on a while do we 

see working-class suffering – fathers kicking children and kittens, running out of tobacco, 

having to go and sell household items, and so on. Before the strike men and wives are at one: 

during the strike they quarrel. The strike – not the conditions which gave rise to it – seems to 

be to blame for the workers’ misery. It’s all out of sequence. 

 A working man sees the management refusal of the workers’ demands on a small door, in 

a glass case – he opens the case, tears the notice out, and is photographed doing so by one of 

the management spies. What he hopes to gain by removing the evidence that the management 

won’t negotiate isn’t at first clear, any more than is the management’s reason for making their 

decision public behind a glass case up a narrow alleyway. Whatever his reason, the man takes 

the notice to the principal strike leader, in an industrial dump (unions are illegal). Later he is 

arrested and worked over the by the secret police. 

 The strike leaders (five of them, a woman and four men) decide to demonstrate. They 

meet secretly in a cemetery – an apt metaphor for what will happen to many of their 

followers. 

 Later still, the secret police chief persuades the arrested man to turn informant. This 

occurs in the police chief’s dining-room, where he has two midgets dancing on his table-top 

by way of entertainment. 

 By this time we’re wondering what Eisenstein’s intentions are. If industrial relations 

really were conducted at this level of illogical idiocy in Tsarist Russia, no wonder they had a 

revolution: but if this was their background, from whence could they learn any better? Is the 

director a sick joker, or not? Eisenstein is fond of sadistic imagery: the baby being kicked, the 

kitten being hit by a hurled boot, two dead cats hanging up on a sort of feline gallows, the 

potential informant having his groin stamped on by the Cheka. 

 More of the director’s delight in amusing 

squalor comes as we see two buffoonish 

criminals being woken up one morning by a 

dwarf. Over the fence from the derelict car in 

which they sleep is a field full of buried 

barrels, every one of which, at a signal from 

the criminal leader, disgorges one or two 

people. This is the lumpenproletariat, used 

by the establishment as tools to destroy 

honest, working Russians.  

 Here, as the good guys surge through the streets on a demonstration, the dwarf and his 

accomplices burst into a drink store, set it on fire, and begin to rifle its contents. Some of the 

good guys yield to the temptation to join them, and Eisenstein takes more cinematic 

opportunities, this time in filming how drunken people behave as burning buildings collapse 

on to them. But most of the workers, abhorring alcohol as good Russians do, see through the 

attempt to divert them, and march on. 

 Now begins the film’s most famous sequence, the crushing of the strike: this is at last a 

piece of narrative logic, and gives the fable closure, even if it deprives it of any revolutionary 

feel-good factor. First the firemen seem to be called to the wine-store blaze by one of the 

women demonstrators, who fights off five secret policemen to get to the alarm button. But 
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once at the scene, the firemen turn their hoses on the demonstrators. This gives Eisenstein the 

chance for more sensational shots: 

 

                    
 
 Cavalry arrive. On the fatal order to “Take refuge in your homes!” the crowd flee the 

firemen and the horses, and go back to their flats. But the cavalry follow, and, as 

Eisensteinian rivers and floods of people flow hither and thither, they are either flogged, or, if 

small enough, thrown from the balconies of the flats. This sequence, which lasts some 

minutes, lacks what we get a-plenty in the still more famous Odessa Steps sequence in 

Battleship Potemkin: close-ups of individual victims. We rarely see the faces of the 

cavalrymen (at the Odessa Steps the troops have no faces); occasionally we see a fireman’s 

face; we worry especially for the woman stuck in the basement, hemmed-in by the horseman 

– but we don’t see what happens to her. They only individuals in the film are the bad guys, 

and those they corrupt – which can’t be right. 

 The killings are intercut with shots of cattle being slaughtered – shades in advance of the 

ritual slaughter of the bullock in Apocalypse Now – although the person being killed in that 

sequence is the reverse of innocent and undernourished. 

 The final massacre in Strike occurs back in the wood where the workers had so enjoyed 

themselves earlier: a fence comes crashing as they panic their way over it. Eisenstein gives us 

a last shot of a field full of their dead bodies. The Tsarists and the bourgeoisie have 

(temporarily) won. The workers’ Eden will have to await the coming of the Bolsheviks. 

 

The Battleship Potemkin 

 

 
 

The most famous close-up in cinema history. 

 

I think Eisenstein pondered the errors of Strike. Strike was his first major film, and in it he let 

some strange preoccupations run away with him. In Potemkin, there are no midgets, no 

dwarves, no surrealist fields full of barrels, and no grotesque creeps with animal nicknames. 

There are in fact no actors: every sailor on board is played by a sailor, every citizen of Odessa 

by a citizen of Odessa. The priest who is so impatient to bless the foredeck execution is 
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admittedly not a priest, but a gardener from Odessa wearing a wig and beard – but I guess 

they couldn’t find a priest willing to be kicked down the hatchway. The director himself is his 

body-double for the stunt. 

 Eisenstein still felt he had to call it typage, though. 

 

 
 

 Instead of anonymous proles, you have the heroic, well-muscled and -mustachioed Able 

Seaman Grigori Vakulinchuk, shot “for a spoonful of soup”. In fact he was shot because he 

started the mutiny, which wasn’t just over a spoonful of soup – but the soup idea makes for 

more pathos, and better propaganda. 

 

 

 Shipboard mutinies are excellent 

metaphors for larger revolutions: unlike a 

strike, where the damage done can be 

healed, a mutiny, like a revolution, is meant 

to last: you can’t reverse it peacefully. Only 

an execution or two can reverse a mutiny, 

and only a few battles can stop a revolution. 

The battleship’s establishment is a fine 

metaphor for Tsarism. “Those aren’t 

maggots” – the ship’s doctor’s line (his 

name’s Smirnov) about the swarming meat 

– encapsulates the way Nicholas II kept up 

his gallant pretence that all was going well, 

and that with him in control Russia’s future 

was secure. 
 Setting a film on a ship is the equivalent of preserving Unity of Place in a play or opera: it 

concentrates the mind wonderfully, as in Billy Budd. Unity of Place also simplifies and 

clarifies the drama – we see all the territory the conflict’s fought over. 

 Given the gargantuan appetite of the historical Potemkin (also named Grigori), Catherine 

the Great’s lover by whom the Crimea, and thus Odessa, was first annexed, and after whom 

the battleship is named, the film’s emphasis on food is apt; one of many ailments the actual 

Potemkin died of was indigestion. It’s infested meat which triggers the mutiny, and fresh food 

– gifts of poultry, pigs, vegetables, bread, and eggs – which creates the bond between the 

sailors and the people of Odessa. 

 The body of Grigori Vakulinchuk, lying in state on the quayside, focuses the minds of the 

citizens ashore on what’s happened, and occasions them much grief. This is the only one of 

the film’s five sequences which doesn’t take place on board the ship, and it gives Eisenstein 

lots of opportunities for his favourite “rivers of humanity” image: 
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 The revelation that, although there were demonstrations in 1905 Odessa, none of them 

were this big and none of them were shot down on the Steps, is news which comes too late: 

myth has more conviction than drab historical reality – who cares what really happened?1 

Eisenstein musters his thousands and thousands of extras with aplomb (I wonder how much 

he paid them?) and Eduard Tisse films them sensationally. 

 We focus on several individuals at the quayside, waving their good wishes at the 

battleship anchored in the harbour. There are the two bourgeois ladies with parasols, one with 

the veil which she lifts over the bottom half of her face; the third bourgeois lady, with the 

pince-nez; the concerned male student with specs, whom I always associate with Trofimov in 

The Cherry Orchard; the nurse with the baby in the pram; the wild-looking woman with the 

male child; and the sailor with no legs. Of these nine, three will be dead by the end of the 

sequence, and another disfigured and blinded in one eye. Only the amputee sailor qualifies as 

working-class, and he and the student are the only men. The student is mostly filmed in static 

close-up, staring in horror. We never see him running. He’s an observer, a recorder: he’s us. 

It’s the women and children who suffer and die: 

 

 
 

            
 

                                                 
1: In fact it’s impossible to work out what if anything happened on the Odessa Steps. “Moving down the steps, 

they fired indiscriminately into the hemmed-in civilians below” (Orlando Figes, A People’s Tragedy, Pimlico, 

1996, p.184). “… there was no massacre on the Odessa steps” (Orlando Figes, Natasha’s Dance, Penguin 2002, 

p.460). 
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 We never know what happens to the baby in the pram; Eisenstein cuts from the pram 

being upset to several rapid close-ups of the soldier sabring the woman with the pince-nez 

(he’s the only soldier whose face we see). It is she with the pince-nez who, in another 

Gandhian gesture, has decided that what the women in the crowd must do is “appeal to them”; 

and she leads a posse of like-minded friends up the steps towards the soldiers, thus reversing 

temporarily the flood of people down. But Gandhian tactics have had no effect on Tsarist 

troops devoid of faces, devoid of identity, and thus devoid of empathy: as Ivan the Terrible 

will be, they’re best represented by their shadows. There is no appeal possible to them, any 

more than there was to the officers on the foredeck of the Potemkin. Revolution, like mutiny, 

is the only way forward. 

 The most important shot out of all the shots in this most memorable of film-sequences is 

the close-up of the stomach of the nurse, oozing blood from a gunshot wound. That pelvic 

area will now never bear a child. Wombs, motherhood, fertility, children – these are Tsar 

Nicholas’s principal targets: the future of Russia is what his zombies are destroying. 

 

                  
 

 Eisenstein has moved a long way from the massacre of anonymous people in the block of 

flats in Strike, made only a year ago. 

 As with the attack on the village in Apocalypse Now, the problem Potemkin faces is that 

the story’s not over – but how to end it, when you’ve just traumatized your audience so 

completely? Coppola has lots of plot left, and so has no difficulty picking himself up. 

Eisenstein has no plot left, and indeed the 1905 revolution fizzled out and led to a series of 

political compromises which in turn led nowhere. He thus has to fib even more seriously than 

he did in showing the a-historical massacre, and have the red flag on the Potemkin stir the rest 

of the sailors in the fleet to a show of fraternal solidarity, which leads to nothing except the 

knowledge that the battleship – steaming towards the fleet – is not going to be fired on, and 

thus won’t have to fire back. What happened then in history, we aren’t told (what actually 

happened was that the rest of the Black Sea Fleet didn’t support the Potemkin mutineers, and 

they had to surrender). 

 The movie ends; but Eisenstein has made and re-made history in shooting it. 

 

October 
 

This film is quite different from the two above, and it’s not helpful to see them as a group. It 

has no plot and no characters in the first hour, just unrelated pseudo-historical episodes 

peopled by caricatures and held together by editing which is either virtuoso or shifty, 

depending on your point of view. As with Potemkin, few actors are used – indeed, 

Eisenstein’s ambition was to use the actual people and the actual locations as far as could be 

done. The film, like Mel Gibson’s Jesus epic, was to stand as a substitute for reality. 

 Eisenstein was not now, however, making films about pre-revolutionary Russia, a society 

rotten with stupidity, corruption, brutality, lies, and hatred. He was depicting that dawn which 

was to herald the new society – the dictatorship of the proletariat, leading to the truly classless 

utopia prophesied by Marx. But the Bolshevik revolution, even as he filmed, was leading in 

reality to a society so much worse than pre-revolutionary Russia, that to speak just a fragment 
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of truth in it was to risk death. This fact was to have an inhibiting effect on Russian film-

makers for a long time to come. 

 Eisenstein is now being forced to tell lies – not electing to tell them on his own initiative. 

As a result the film is without overall conviction. Celebration is not Eisenstein’s forte in the 

way that satire and the depiction of massive violence is: especially not celebration of that 

which doesn’t deserve it. Thus his depiction of Kerensky, hapless leader of the Provisional 

Government the Bolsheviks overthrew, is funny enough if you forget the historical Kerensky 

and the impossible task he had. His over-polished boots, shifty self-consciousness, and the 

way he’s intercut with a spreading golden peacock, make a cheap satirical point with style. 

The Women’s Death Battalion, which is almost all Kerensky has left to guard the Winter 

Palace, is amusing as its members strip down to their undies and powder their noses on 

Nicholas II’s billiards table. General Kornilov’s Whites seem composed of men with very evil 

faces, some of them Asiatic in feature – but that’s all the film lets you say against them. You 

assume, from the editing, that they want to reassemble the statue of Alexander III which the 

brave workers disassemble in the first montage sequence. In fact Kornilov wasn’t a Tsarist; 

but you mustn’t say that. 

 As Kerensky’s provisional government takes over, there’s shooting in the streets and 

around the quays and bridges. Here Eisenstein even edits-in some newsreel footage made at 

the time. Shots of the crowd dispersing, famous as stills from books of film history, are over 

in a few seconds. There is one real shooting: a horse pulling a cart is killed on camera by a 

rifle-shot, and, as the bridge it was crossing opens, its body falls slowly over the lip of the 

bridge, just as the hair of a young woman (who we assume is just feigning death) slowly flops 

over the edge of the bridge’s other lip. The strange effect, of cinema-demi-vérité, is 

disturbing. The life of one poor old horse, we protest, should have been worth all the 

propaganda films there are. 

 You’ll learn more about the Russian Revolution from Nicholas and Alexandra than you 

will from October. The two shots, which is all there are, of Lenin addressing the crowd at the 

Finland Station, are very dramatically composed; but for what he said at the Finland Station, 

what he was doing there, and what he did next, don’t go to this film. Propaganda should 

instruct, and to instruct you need some facts, which October is short on. In any case, the 

“facts” kept changing during the editing, as the group of villains who ran the country 

changed. Thank God Eisenstein didn’t have to remake October in 1937 – then his hero would 

have to have been Stalin, and his fall-guy not Kerensky but Trotsky. 

 The last half of the film returns almost to familiar territory, as it centres on two parallel 

events – the storming of the Winter Palace, and the meeting of the Soviet Congress at the 

Smolny Institute. Some members of the Women’s Battalion of Death, on guard at the Palace, 

throw down their arms; others, who seem, Eisenstein implies, very fond of each other, 

practise bayonet drill. One stares yearningly at Rodin’s statue Le Printemps; we’re left in 

doubt as to whether it’s the nude male or the nude female figure about which she’s 

fantasising. Two Bolsheviks who approach under a flag of truce are uncertain whether they’re 

talking to a man or a woman … and so on. 

 You wouldn’t know that in Petrograd that night Boris Godunov was on at the Mariinsky, 

and Don Carlos with Chaliapin at the Narodny Dom. 

 A deputation led by the elderly Mayor of Petrograd comes to deliver some supplies to the 

Palace’s defenders. He and his associates are middle-class liberals: the sad losers of 1917. 

They are gently turned back by a single, swarthy, handsome young Bolshevik. Among them 

are several ladies – of the same class and persuasion, we realise, as the lady who tries to 

appeal to the Tsarist troops on the Odessa Steps, and gets her eye slashed for her pains. There, 

pre-revolution, she was tragic. Here, post-revolution, she’d be comic. 


